Transcortical and cervical magnetic stimulation with recording of the diaphragm.
Transcortical and cervical magnetic stimulation is a potential method of examining the central inspiratory pathway to phrenic motor neurons. The reliability and accuracy of this technique were studied. We performed magnetic stimulations of the cortex and cervical spinal cord with recording from both hemidiaphragms in 35 normal subjects using two different stimulation coils (90-mm circular coil and 70-mm figure-of-eight coil). Needle electrode recordings and ultrasound real-time documentation in 2 subjects excluded volume-conducted contaminations from adjacent chest wall and abdominal muscles. The effect of diaphragmatic facilitation (stimulation at the end of a deep breath) on latency, and amplitude were compared to the effect of hypothenar muscle facilitation. Normal ranges were established for: latency; central motor conduction time; amplitude; amplitude ratio between between peripheral and both cortical and cervical amplitude; and excitability threshold. The latencies were similar for both coils. The amplitudes were significantly higher, and excitability thresholds significantly lower for the 90-mm circular coil, indicating that this coil is preferable for transcortical diaphragmatic stimulations. The effect of facilitation was greater for hypothenar than diaphragmatic recordings. There was excellent right-left agreement for all measurements. Transcortical and cervical magnetic stimulation with recording from the diaphragm can be used routinely to diagnose and monitor patients with impaired central respiratory drive.